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Abstract: In order to study the selection of coping strategies for the manufacturer facing different
supply interruption risks, this paper constructs a supply chain consisting of one manufacturer and
one supplier and uses no-taking coping strategies as the benchmark model to analyze the resilience
of supply chain formed by the manufacturer’s adoption of penalty mechanism, emergency supplier
mechanism, and strategic investment mechanism. The research shows that in the face of various levels
of supply interruption risk, the manufacturer adopting a strategic investment mechanism will achieve
high resilience, enabling the manufacturer and supplier to achieve mutual benefit and win-win
results. In some cases of high interruption risk, the manufacturer adopting an emergency supplier
mechanism can achieve higher chain resilience compared with not taking emergency measures, but
its ability to improve supply chain resilience is weaker than that of a strategic investment mechanism.
The penalty mechanism is applicable to situations where some interruption risk is characterized by
low risk, and in such cases, both the penalty mechanism and the strategic investment mechanism can
enhance the resilience of the supply chain.

Keywords: supply interruption; supply chain resilience; strategic investment; emergency strategy;
supply resilience

1. Introduction

Maintaining the sustainability of the supply chain has always been a topic of concern
for supply chain researchers [1], as it relates to the survival of each member in the supply
chain and is also a key factor in the long-term competitiveness of enterprises. However,
during the operation of the supply chain, supply interruption caused by emergencies occurs
from time to time, and with the complexity of the global trade environment, the risk of
supply interruption is increasing [2]. Some scholars have studied the mediating role of
supply chain management (SCM) integration in the relationship between POM practices
and OFP in manufacturing companies [3]. In addition, some scholars have studied how to
improve product quality and dynamic pricing in the context of dual-brand competition [4].
These all provide guidance for the sustainability of the supply chain, while this article
aims to contribute to the sustainability of the supply chain from the perspective of supply
chain risk. To cope with the risk of supply interruption, the manufacturer expects to take
measures to improve its supply chain resilience and achieve more stable and long-term
development of the supply chain system [5].

Currently, taking the widespread outbreak of COVID-19 as an example, the occurrence
of this major event has caused much supply disruption and disrupted the stability of the
supply chain. From a technical perspective in the production of materials, some scholars
also proposed the potential of AM as an emergency solution to ensure the resilience of
the supply chain during the COVID-19 pandemic [6]. From the perspective of corporate
decision-making, through investigation of actual enterprises, a study has found that in the
COVID-19 pandemic environment, supply chain disruptions are mainly caused by three
situations: supplier default, uncertain production capacity, and production interruption [7].
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And in order to cope with these supply interruption risks, different enterprises have
adopted different risk response methods. For example, some traditional enterprises often
constrain their suppliers through a contractual penalty mechanism [8], Sany Heavy Industry
Group adopts an emergency supplier mechanism [9], and Samsung Group implemented
investment assistance to Chinese suppliers in 2020 [10]. Therefore, in order to achieve a
sustainable supply chain, this article will draw on the research from previous scholars on
how to deal with supply chain risks, focusing on studying the three most representative
coping mechanisms—default penalty mechanism [11], emergency supplier mechanism [12]
and strategic investment mechanism [13]—under different risk characteristics. The aim
is to explore suitable coping mechanisms for supply chain interruption risk at different
levels so that supply chains with different risk characteristics can better cope with risks in
advance, making the supply chain more stable and sustainable.

At present, the penalty mechanism, emergency supplier mechanism, and strategic
investment mechanism are three representative mechanisms to deal with the risk of supply
interruption. Among them, the penalty mechanism requires the manufacturer and supplier
to enter into contracts and set penalty clauses, representing the manufacturer’s expectation
of reducing supply risk through risk transfer [14]. The emergency supplier mechanism
means adding the emergency supplier on the basis of retaining the original supplier, regard-
less of increasing costs, to ensure the supply quantity in case of supply interruption [10].
At this point, the manufacturer’s attitude towards risk is to diversify the risk. The strategic
investment mechanism means that the manufacturer directly invests in the supplier to
improve their production recovery capabilities. This means that the manufacturer is willing
to share risk with the supplier [15]. The three mechanisms are not only the most widely
used but also represent the three attitudes of the manufacturer towards risk, namely risk
transfer, risk diversification, and risk sharing, and the vast majority of coping mechanisms
are no exception to these three categories [16]. Therefore, citing these three mechanisms
is representative and has a broader reference value. This article will conduct research
based on these three different mechanisms for dealing with interruption risk and select
corresponding coping mechanisms for different risk characteristics of supply interruption.

2. Literature Review

Currently, the research related to this paper mainly focuses on the following two
aspects. The first aspect is the research on coping strategies under the risk of supply chain
disruption. The risk of supply chain interruption has attracted extensive attention from
scholars. Existing literature mainly focuses on coping strategies and recovery strategies
under supply chain interruption risk and proposes different strategies and methods from
different supply chain subjects. From the manufacturer’s perspective, Jin Kong et al. con-
struct a strategy combination decision model based on whether the manufacturer provides
investment to the supplier and whether they use the emergency supplier. The study finds
that the optimal choice of interruption risk coping strategies by two manufacturers affects
each other, and the aid intensity is limited by threshold values [5]. Jing Yi et al. study
the manufacturer’s procurement strategy under the influence of emergencies, taking into
account the risk of supply interruption and consumer preferences, and find that dual-source
procurement is the optimal choice for manufacturers [17]. Regarding the procurement
problem in the context of supply interruption, Bo He et al. set up two suppliers to adopt an
emergency dual-source ordering strategy and a reliable single-source ordering strategy and
found that cost and reliability parameters have an impact on the optimal order quantity
and the expected profit of the manufacturer who adopts different ordering strategies [18].
Bin Zhang et al. constructed a two-level supply chain consisting of two suppliers and one
purchaser, focusing on analyzing the impact of direct investment by the purchaser on the
optimal decision of the supplier. They find that investing by the purchaser can improve
supply reliability and reduce procurement costs [19]. Regarding specific coping strategies,
Huali Sun et al. study the strategy selection of retailers purchasing from the emergency
supplier and the combination of loan assistance and backup supplier procurement for
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supply interruption. The research shows that the combination of strategies is more effective
in enhancing retailers’ risk tolerance [10]. Jun Luo pays attention to the penalty mechanism
of supply interruption and finds that the purchase volume of the purchaser will increase
with the increase in the penalty cost of the supplier‘s supply interruption and decrease with
the increase in the supplier‘s stability level [20]. Guo L et al. consider the degree of demand
information sharing between the manufacturer and the supplier when conducting research
on supply chains with supply interruption risk, and based on this, they decide whether
to use the backup supplier [21]. Regarding the recovery strategy under the risk of supply
chain interruption, Yi Yang et al. propose the supplier preset emergency inventory strategy
and the manufacturer’s product change strategy, which can help a supplier stop losses in a
timely manner [22]. Tao Hong et al. study the design problem and risk mitigation strategies
of supply chain networks, resulting in the optimization of production and transportation
volume decisions [23].

The second is the research on supply chain resilience. In existing research, there are
several studies on its influencing factors and relatively few studies on resilience improve-
ment strategies and quantification. Yuqi Wang et al. summarize previous studies and
point out that supply chain resilience includes the ability to maintain normal operation
and the ability to quickly recover. Generally, restorative optimization measures such as
predefense and post-emergency coping are taken [24]. Um, J et al. explore the relationship
between global supply chain risk, supply chain resilience, and mitigation strategies and
find that building better supply chain resilience plays an important mediating role between
supply chain risk and resilience. By regulating different mitigation strategies, supply chain
resilience can be enhanced [25]. For the resilience improvement strategy, Fanhui Kong et al.
focus on the operation of OEM supply chains under the impact of supply interruption risk,
study the interaction mechanism of supply chain resilience, and propose a deep learning
algorithm that can effectively provide post interruption supply chain resilience [26]. Wang
Qiang et al.’s study provides empirical evidence on the magnitude of the financial conse-
quences of supply chain disruptions during COVID-19 in both the short term and long
term and enriches the current understanding of how to build resilience from the supply
chain diversification perspective [27].

In summary, scholars have proposed many risk-coping strategies, such as emergency
dual-source ordering strategy, reliable single-source ordering strategy, providing assistance
or direct investment in suppliers, and establishing an interruption penalty mechanism.
Based on this, considering the practical application scenarios, this paper studies the three
coping strategies: the interruption risk of penalty mechanism examined in Jun Luo’s arti-
cle [20] mentioned above, the emergency supplier mechanism examined in the Huali Sun
et al. article [10] mentioned above, and the strategic investment mechanism examined in
the Jin Kong et al. article [5] mentioned above. Under the penalty mechanism, the man-
ufacturer imposes contractual constraints on the supplier’s supply behavior through the
penalty system, which directly affects its profit. This strategy is the most direct constraint
on the supplier, with more risk being borne by them. Limited by the supply recovery
speed of a single supplier, the introduction of an emergency supplier mechanism drives
the manufacturer to engage in dual-source procurement and disperses the risk of supply
interruption by increasing supply channels. Under the strategic investment mechanism,
the manufacturer and supplier no longer stand on both sides of the contract. They establish
strategic partnerships through direct investment from the manufacturer to the supplier,
helping them restore production and supply, achieve mutual benefit and risk sharing, and
facilitate long-term cooperation and development. At present, these three mechanisms
are not only the most widely used but also represent the three attitudes of the manufac-
turer towards risk: risk transfer, risk diversification, and risk sharing. The vast majority
of coping mechanisms are no exception to these three categories. Therefore, citing these
three mechanisms is representative and has a broader reference value. The three strategies
studied in this paper all have practical application scenarios and have been explored in
previous studies with a theoretical basis. However, current research has rarely considered
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the applicable risk coping strategies under different supply interruption risks, and pre-
vious studies have relatively limited research on the combination of supply interruption
risk and supply chain resilience, resulting in insufficient research on the effectiveness of
improving supply chain resilience. Based on this, this research studies the manufacturer’s
strategy selection problem under different risks of supply interruption, using supply chain
resilience as a decision-making basis. The study provides management suggestions for
the manufacturers facing different levels of supply interruption risk, helps them enhance
the supply chain’s risk tolerance and recovery capability, and improves the supply chain
resilience.

3. Problem Description and Assumptions
3.1. Problem Description

This paper constructs a two-level supply chain consisting of the supplier and the man-
ufacturer. Due to various emergencies, the supplier experiences production interruption
and cannot meet the needs of the manufacturer. Moreover, due to the supplier’s different
production equipment levels and process flows, its production recovery ability and the
degree of supply interruption are different when facing the same risk, resulting in different
interruption risk characteristics of the supply chain. To cope with supply interruption
with different risk characteristics, the manufacturer can adopt risk-coping strategies such
as establishing a penalty system with suppliers, finding emergency suppliers, and mak-
ing strategic investments in suppliers. This study explores the manufacturer’s strategy
selection problem in the face of different supply interruption risks under this scenario. It
analyzes the risk tolerance and recovery ability of the supply chain when adopting different
strategies, thereby enhancing the risk-coping ability of the supply chain and enhancing its
resilience.

In the supply chain system composed of a supplier and manufacturer, the unit pur-
chase price of the manufacturer is wj (j = 1, 2). If there is no supply interruption, the
supplier’s supply to the manufacturer is the purchase amount agreed in the procurement
contract between the two parties, that is Q, and the manufacturer sells the final product
to the downstream consumer market. It is set that each unit of the final product requires
one unit of procurement raw materials. The number of products put into the market by
the manufacturer is the purchase amount Q, and the total demand in the downstream
market is D. The relationship between the unit sales price p and the total market demand D
satisfies the inverse demand function pd = D − Q [28,29]. If there is a supply interruption,
the supplier’s supply quantity to the manufacturer is qi (i = 0, 1, 2, 3). When adopting
an emergency supplier strategy, the manufacturer’s procurement quantity from the emer-
gency supplier is qe. In addition, this study sets the manufacturer’s other costs, except for
procurement costs, that are standardized at zero [30].

Drawing on the research by Li et al. [31], the higher the cost invested by the supplier
in production recovery, the stronger the production recovery ability, the faster the recovery
rate, and the more products q0 they can provide to downstream demanders so that the
supply chain presents different supply interruption risk characteristics. The ratio γ of
q0 to contract demand Q is used as the characteristic coefficient of supply interruption
risk. At the same time, the supplier needs to make decisions on the quantity of products
provided to downstream manufacturers based on its own production capacity level in
order to maximize its own profit. Assuming the production recovery coefficient of the
supplier is k, and the level of production recovery effort is z = c1 − c0, where c1 is the
unit production cost of the supplier after supply interruption, c0 is the unit production
cost of the supplier without supply interruption, and the cumulative supply quantity of
the supplier during the procurement contract period t is qi =

∫ t
0 kztdt = 1

2 k(c1−c0)t2. We
obtain the unit production cost of the supplier after the supply interruption c1 = 2qi

kt2 + c0.
Three decision models are mainly studied according to different coping strategies

under supply interruption risk.
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(1) By relying on the penalty mechanism, the unit penalty e should be set in the
procurement contract for the suppliers who are out of stock to reduce the losses caused
by being out-of-stock for the manufacturer and constrain the out-of-stock behavior of the
supplier through this form. The total penalty is the product of the unit penalty e and the
quantity of out-of-stock. In order to achieve the supplier’s decision-making goal, which is
to maximize its own profit, it must introduce a penalty mechanism to affect the supplier’s
profit and control the losses caused to the manufacturer by supply interruption.

(2) By introducing an emergency supplier mechanism, the manufacturer can obtain
more procurement volume and alleviate supply interruption crises. While maintaining
the original supplier, join the emergency supplier to supply products and reduce the
manufacturer’s losses caused by the stockout. The decision-making goal of an emer-
gency supplier is also to maximize its own profit and obtain higher profit by adjusting
wholesale prices.

(3) Introducing an investment mechanism where the manufacturer directly invests in
the supplier, enabling them to gain stronger production recovery capabilities and establish
varying degrees of partnership with them, can effectively reduce the risk of supply inter-
ruption [32]. Set the investment coefficient α of collaboration between the manufacturer
and supplier, which is the ratio of the supplier’s investment in resuming production to the
manufacturer’s actual investment in the supplier, which is 1−α

α . Drawing on the research
by Yang Ruiling et al. [33], the probability of no supply interruption after the manufacturer
invests in the supplier is θ′ = 1− ϕ( 1−α

α )(1− θ), with ϕ
(

1−α
α

)
= d

d+ 1−α
α

being a subtraction

function about α, where d is a constant, and in this study, d is normalized to 1.
To measure the resilience of the supply chain under different coping strategies, the

tolerance and recovery ability of the supply chain to supply interruption risk are used as
evaluation indicators [23]. The tolerance of the supply chain to supply interruption risk is
represented by the difference in profit between the manufacturers who do not experience
supply interruptions and those who experience supply interruptions. The risk tolerance
of the supply chain is analyzed by comparing the difference in profit of the manufacturer
under different strategy mechanisms. The recovery level of supply interruption in the
supply chain is characterized by the recovery level of supply obtained by the manufacturer
within the agreed period t. By comparing the recovery situation of supply under different
strategy mechanisms, the recovery ability of the supply chain is analyzed when different
strategies are adopted. This study evaluates the supply chain resilience when adopting
different coping strategies by comprehensively comparing the tolerance and recovery
ability of the supply chain in supply interruption risk under different strategic mechanisms.

3.2. Parameters and Variables

The parameters of the model are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters definition.

Symbol Parameters Definition

c0 Unit production cost of the supplier in the absence of supply interruption
c1 Unit production cost of the supplier after supply interruption
c2 Unit production cost of the emergency supplier
k The supplier’s productivity recovery coefficient after supply interruption
t The agreed contract period between the supplier and the downstream manufacturer

w1 The manufacturer’s unit purchase price for the supplier
w2 The manufacturer’s unit purchase price for the emergency supplier
θ The supplier’s probability of no supply interruption
D Total demand for the manufacturer’s downstream market

Q When there is no supply interruption, the manufacturer’s purchase quantity from
the supplier is the purchase quantity agreed by the two parties’ purchase contract

qi In the event of supply interruption, the total supply of the supplier under the model
appears in order, i = 0, 1, 2, 3
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Table 1. Cont.

Symbol Parameters Definition

qe In the event of supply interruption, the total supply of the emergency supplier

e Unit penalty for the shortage of the supplier in the event of supply interruption as
agreed in the contract

α
The investment coefficient of the manufacturer in cooperation with the supplier,
0 < α < 1

Us1 The supplier’s revenue function
Us2 The emergency supplier’s revenue function
Umi Revenue function of the manufacturer without supply interruption
Ubi Revenue function of the manufacturer with supply interruption

Ume The revenue function that the manufacturer receives from the emergency supplier
Em The manufacturer’s expected revenue function

Yi The difference between the manufacturer’s revenue without supply interruption
and that with supply interruption

T The time to continue to cooperate with the original supplier after the interruption
occurs

γ Supply interruption risk characteristic factor

β
Cost rate, the ratio of the supplier’s unit production cost to its wholesale price,
0 < β < 1

3.3. Model Assumptions

In this study, we make the following assumptions.
(1) In this model, only the manufacturer’s procurement costs are considered, and the

rest of the cost is not considered [30].
(2) When adopting the risk coping strategy relying on the penalty mechanism, the unit

out-of-stock penalty agreed in the contract should be less than the unit purchase price, that
is, e ≤ w1.

(3) When adopting a risk-coping strategy based on the strategic investment mechanism,
investing in the supplier will reduce the probability of supply interruption [32].

(4) According to the assumption of sustainable operation of enterprises in economics,
after supply interruption, the supply chain continues to recover within a certain period
of time and maintains continuous operation; that is, after the disruption, the time for the
manufacturer to continue to cooperate with the original supplier tends to infinity, that is,
T→∞.

(5) When the manufacturer adopts the emergency supplier strategy, it will carry out
dual-source procurement to the two upstream suppliers and set the manufacturer’s unit
purchase price w2 for the emergency supplier. At this time, the original supplier will also
increase its wholesale price to the same quotation as the emergency supplier; that is, the
manufacturer’s unit purchase price for the original supplier is also w2 [29].

(6) When the manufacturer adopts the emergency supplier strategy, the supply of
the selected emergency supplier to the downstream increases, and in order to ensure the
supply of new orders qe, it needs to increase investment and the unit production cost of the
input c2 tends to be close to the unit purchase price of the manufacturer for the original
supplier w1.

4. Model Construction and Analysis

Based on the above discussion, the thinking map is shown in Figure 1:
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4.1. Benchmark Model

In the benchmark model, the manufacturer signs a general procurement contract
with the only supplier. Before the start of the cooperation, the two parties sign a contract,
stipulating that within a certain time frame, the manufacturer’s purchase volume from the
supplier is Q, and the manufacturer is in a dominant position in the supply chain composed
of both and determines the purchase volume Q. In this mode, the manufacturer does not
take measures to address the risk of supply interruption. The supply chain structure is
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The supply chain structure of the benchmark model.

The manufacturer’s decision variable is the purchase quantity Q agreed upon in the
purchase contract between the two parties, and the supplier’s decision variable is the
total supply volume q0 to the manufacturer after the supply interruption. The supplier’s
supply volume decision in the event of supply interruption is first analyzed, and then the
manufacturer’s contract purchase volume decision is analyzed.

The supplier’s revenue function after the interruption is

Us0 = w1 × q0 − c1q0 (1)
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The decision-making goal of the supplier is to maximize its own profit. Calculate the

second-order derivative, obtaining ∂2Us0
∂q0

2 = − 4
kt2 < 0, which is expressed as the concave

function of Us0 about q0. Let ∂Us0
∂q0

= 0, q0
∗ =

k(w 1−c0)t2

4 = kt2w1(1−β)
4 , that is the optimal

value of the total supply volume of the supplier to the downstream manufacturer after the
supply interruption.

The revenue function of the manufacturer without supply interruption is

Um0 = (D − Q)× Q − w1 × Q (2)

Its decision-making goal is to maximize its own revenue. Substitute q0
∗ into Um0 and

the result is ∂2Um0
∂Q2 = −2 < 0. Similarly, as ∂Um0

∂Q = 0, Q∗ = D−w1
2 can be obtained, which is

the optimal value of the manufacturer’s contract procurement quantity.
The ratio γ of q0 to Q is set as the characteristic coefficient of the supply interrup-

tion risk, which is used to measure the degree of disruption risk in the supply chain. If
0 < γ ≤ 1

5 , it indicates that the risk level is high, and if 1
5 < γ ≤ 1

2 , the risk level is medium,
and if 1

2 < γ ≤ 1, the risk level is low, as shown in Figure 3.
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The manufacturer’s revenue function in the event of a supply interruption is

Ub0 = (D − q0)× q0 − w1 × q0 (3)

The gap between the manufacturer’s revenue without supply interruption and that
with supply interruption is

Y0 = Um0 − Ub0 (4)

4.2. Risk Coping Strategy Model Relying on a Penalty Mechanism

In order to deal with the risk of supply interruption, one of the strategies that the
manufacturer can adopt is to establish a penalty system with the supplier; that is, in the
procurement contract, set the unit penalty e that the supplier should pay in case of shortage,
and the total penalty is the product of the unit penalty e and the amount of the stockout.

The supply chain relationship structure between the manufacturer and supplier is the
same as that of the benchmark model, where the manufacturer considers supply interrup-
tion and incorporates a penalty to address supply risk. The manufacturer’s decision-making
variable is the purchase quantity Q and unit penalty e agreed in the procurement contract
between the two parties, and the supplier’s decision-making variable is the total supply
volume q1 to the downstream manufacturer after the supply interruption. First, the sup-
plier’s supply volume decision in the event of a supply interruption is analyzed, and then
the manufacturer’s contract purchase volume decision and unit penalty setting decision
are analyzed.

The supplier’s revenue function with the supply interruption is

Us1 = w1 × q1 − c1 × q1 − e × (Q − q1) (5)

The supplier’s decision-making goal is to maximize its own revenue; the calculation

result is ∂2Us1
∂q1

2 = − 4
kt2 < 0, which indicates that Us1 is a concave function about q1. When
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∂Us1
∂q1

= 0, the calculation result is q1
∗ = kt2(e+w1−c0)

4 = kt2[w1(1−β)+e]
4 , which indicates the

optimal value of the supplier’s total supply to the downstream manufacturer after the
supply interruption.

The revenue function for the manufacturer without supply interruption is

Um1 = (D − Q)× Q − w1 × Q (6)

Its decision-making goal is to maximize its own return and maximize the risk tolerance
of the supply chain, which is the same as the benchmark model, Q∗ = D−w1

2 .
In the event of a supply interruption, the manufacturer’s revenue function is

Ub1 = (D − q1)× q1 − w1 × q1 + e × (Q − q1) (7)

The difference between the manufacturer’s revenue when there is no supply interrup-
tion and when there is a supply interruption is as follows

Y1 = Um1 − Ub1 (8)

Under the condition that the contract purchase quantity Q is equal to the total supply
quantity of the supplier q1 after the supply interruption, the maximum value of the unit

penalty em is 2(D−w1)−kt2w1(1−β)
kt2 . Under the penalty mechanism, one of the decision-

making goals of the manufacturer is to maximize its supply chain risk tolerance, obtaining
∂2Y1
∂e2 =

kt2(kt2+4)
8 > 0, indicating that Y1 is a convex function about e. Let ∂Y1

∂e = 0,

e∗ =
(kt2+2)(2D−2w1−w1t2(1−β))

kt2(kt2+4) , that is, in the procurement contract, the optimal value

of the unit penalty is set as e∗ =
(kt2+2)(2D−2w1−kw1t2(1−β))

kt2(kt2+4) , which can achieve optimal
supply chain resilience. And due to e∗ < em, obtain q1

∗ < Q∗. Due to em ≤ w1, obtain
1−β
2−β ≤ γ.

The difference between the manufacturer’s earnings before and after the supply
interruption when the emergency mechanism is adopted is compared with the difference
between the manufacturer’s earnings before and after the supply interruption under the
benchmark model. Then, we analyze the risk tolerance of the supply chain under different
emergency mechanisms and compare the penalty mechanism with the difference between
the manufacturer’s earnings with or without supply interruption as measured by the
benchmark model. Theorem 1 is reached.

Theorem 1. Z01 = Y0 −Y1 =
(kt2+2)

2
[2D−2w1−kw1t2(1−β)

2]
16kt2(kt2+4) =

(kt2+2)
2
(Q∗−q0

∗)2

kt2(kt2+4) , that is, when

γ ≤ 1, Y1 ≤ Y0 and because em ≤ w1, 1−β
2−β ≤ γ. Therefore when 1−β

2−β ≤ γ ≤ 1, the risk
coping strategy model relying on the penalty mechanism has a better tolerance for the risk of supply
interruption than the benchmark model.

Theorem 1 indicates that after a supply interruption, the maximum quantity of prod-
ucts that the supplier can provide without taking any measures does not exceed the
contracted procurement quantity Q and is 1−β

2−β times higher than the contracted procure-

ment quantity Q ( 1−β
2−β ≤ γ ≤ 1), wherein the supply chain experiences a lower degree

of supply interruption risk. Compared with not using risk coping strategies, the manu-
facturer using a penalty mechanism can reduce their profit by a smaller amount after an
interruption, which can enable the supply chain to gain stronger risk tolerance. At this
point, the improvement in supply chain risk tolerance is considered from the perspective
of the manufacturer. However, from the perspective of the supplier, the setting of the
penalty reduces the supplier’s profit after supply interruption, transferring its profit to the
manufacturer and the manufacturer’s risk to the supplier. From the overall perspective
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of the supply chain composed of the two, there is no substantial increase in total revenue
and risk tolerance. If the rational manufacturer only aims to maximize its own profit, when
1−β
2−β ≤ γ ≤ 1, there will be a preference for using this mechanism as a coping strategy
under disruption risks.

4.3. Risk Coping Strategy Model Based on Emergency Supplier Mechanism

Another strategy that the downstream manufacturer can adopt is to establish an
emergency supplier mechanism, whereby if the supplier is disrupted due to an emergency,
the manufacturer will seek another emergency supplier to obtain the product. The supply
chain structure at that time is shown in Figure 4.
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The reverse induction method is used to analyze the optimal decisions of the manu-
facturer, supplier, and emergency supplier. The revenue function that the manufacturer 
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Figure 4. Supply chain structure of the emergency supplier mechanism.

The decision variables of the manufacturer are the agreed procurement quantity Q
in the procurement contract between both parties and the total procurement quantity qe
from the emergency supplier in the event of a supply interruption. The decision variable of
the supplier is q2 the total supply quantity to the downstream manufacturer due to supply
interruption. The decision variable for the emergency supplier is w2 the unit purchase
price that was provided to the manufacturer. This decision-making order is not lacking in
generality and has been explored in the research by Zeng Nengmin et al. [29]. The sequence
of decisions is shown in Figure 5.
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The reverse induction method is used to analyze the optimal decisions of the manu-
facturer, supplier, and emergency supplier. The revenue function that the manufacturer
receives from the emergency supplier is

Ume = (D − q2 − qe)× qe − w2 × qe (9)

The manufacturer’s decision-making goal is to maximize the profit, obtaining
∂2Ume
∂qe2 = −1 < 0 and expressing Ume as a concave function about qe. If ∂Ume

∂qe
= 0,

qe
∗′ = 4D−4c2−kt2w1(1−β)

16 can be obtained.
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The revenue function for the emergency supplier is

Us2 = w2 × qe − c2 × qe (10)

The goal of the decision is to maximize revenue. Substitute qe
∗ to Us2, ∂2Us2

∂w2
2 = −1 < 0

obtained, which expresses Us2 as a concave function about w2. And if ∂Us2
∂w2

= 0,

w2
∗ = 4D+4c2−kt2w1(1−β)

8 is obtained, i.e., the optimal purchase price of the emergency
supplier after supply interruption.

The supplier’s revenue function after supply interruption is

Us1 = w1 × q2 − c1 × q2 (11)

The revenue function for the manufacturer without supply interruption is

Um2 = (D − Q)× Q − w1 × Q (12)

Similar to the benchmark model, Q∗ = D−w1
2 and q2

∗ = kt2w1(1−β)
4 are calculated.

Substitute w2 into qe
∗′, qe

∗ =
4D−4c2−k (w 1−c0)t

2

16 obtained, which is the optimal pro-
curement quantity for the manufacturer from the emergency supplier after a supply in-
terruption occurs. At this time, the total supply quantity obtained by the manufacturer is

qe
∗ + q2

∗ = 4D−4c2−kt2w1(1−β)
16 + kt2w1(1−β)

4 .
In the event of a supply interruption, the manufacturer’s revenue function is

Ub2 = (D − q2 − qe − w2)× (q2 + qe)− w2 × qe (13)

The difference between the manufacturer’s revenue function when there is no supply
interruption and when a supply interruption occurs is

Y2 = Um2 − Ub2 (14)

Comparing the difference in the manufacturer profit before and after supply interrup-
tion between this model and the benchmark model, Theorem 2 is obtained.

Theorem 2. Z02 = Y0 − Y2 → 4Q∗2−28Q∗q0
∗+13q0

∗2

16 = (2Q∗−q0
∗)(2Q∗−13q0

∗)
16 . It is proven that

when 0 < γ ≤ 2
13 , Y2 ≤ Y0, the risk coping strategy model based on the emergency supplier

mechanism is better than the benchmark model in terms of the tolerance of supply disruption risk. In
this case, within the period t agreed in the contract, the total supply obtained by the manufacturer is

qe
∗ + q2

∗ = 4D−4c2−kt2w1(1−β)
16 + kt2w1(1−β)

4 < Q∗.

Theorem 2 indicates that after a supply interruption, the maximum quantity of prod-
ucts that the supplier can provide without taking any measures shall not exceed 2

13 times
of the contracted procurement quantity, that is, when 0< γ ≤ 2

13 , there is a high degree
of supply interruption risk in the supply chain. The manufacturer using an emergency
supplier mechanism obtains higher returns after interruption compared with not using
risk coping strategies, and the supply chain has a stronger risk tolerance. At this point,
the profit of the original supplier remains unchanged, and the risk of the manufacturer is
mainly dispersed outward.

4.4. Risk Coping Strategy Model Based on the Strategic Investment Mechanism

In order to reduce the risk of a supply interruption, the downstream manufacturer can
invest in the supplier to help the supplier improve its production capacity and technical
level, and the two can form different degrees of partnership depending on the degree of
investment.
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The manufacturer’s decision-making variables are the purchase quantity Q agreed
in the purchase contract between the two parties and the manufacturer’s investment
coefficient of the supplier’s cooperation α, while the supplier’s decision-making variable is
the total supply to the manufacturer after the supply interruption q3. The reverse induction
method is used to analyze the supplier’s supply volume decision in the event of a supply
interruption and then analyze the manufacturer’s contract purchase volume decision and
the investment-to-return ratio setting decision.

The supplier’s revenue function after a supply interruption is

Us1 = w1 × q3 − c1 × q3 + α × q3 × c1 (15)

The supplier’s decision-making goal is to maximize its own revenue. Obtain
∂2Us1
∂q3

2 = 4(α−1)
kt2 < 0, which expresses Us1 as a concave function about q3. Let ∂Us1

∂q3
= 0,

q3
∗′ = k(w1+ac0−c0)t2

4(1−α)
= kw1t2(1+aβ−β)

4(1−α)
obtained.

The revenue function for the manufacturer without a supply interruption is

Um3 = (D − Q)× Q − w1 × Q +
α × q3 × c1

T
(16)

The manufacturer’s decision-making goal is to maximize revenue and supply chain
resilience, which is the same as the benchmark model, Q∗ = D−w1

2 .
In the event of a supply interruption, the manufacturer’s revenue function is

Ub3 = (D − q3)× q3 − w1 × q3 +
α × q3 × c1

T
(17)

The difference between the manufacturer’s revenue function when there is no supply
interruption and when supply interruption occurs is

Y3 = Um3 − Ub3 (18)

One of the decision-making goals of the manufacturer is to maximize the

supply chain risk tolerance. First, let ∂Y3
∂α = 0, obtaining α∗ = 2(D−w)−kt2w1(1−β)

2(D−w)+kw1t2β
.

Substitute α∗ = 2(D−w)−kt2w1(1−β)

2(D−w)+kw1t2β
to ∂2Y3

∂α2 =
kw1t2(3kw1t2−4D+4w+4αD−4αw−2kc0t2+2akc0t2)

8(α−1)4 ,

∂2Y3
∂α2 = (2(D−w)+kc0t2−kw1t2)

4

8k2t4w2 > 0 obtained, which indicates that Us1 is a convex function

about q1. It proves that α∗ = 2(D−w)−kt2w1(1−β)

2(D−w)+kw1t2β
. Substitute α∗ to q3

∗, D−w1
2 = Q∗ obtained,

which is the optimal value of the supplier’s total supply to the downstream manufacturer
after a supply interruption. The supplier’s ability to restore supply to the contracted
Q within the agreed delivery period indicates that the supply chain has extremely high
resilience.

The expected revenue function for the manufacturer is

Em0 = θ × ((D − Q)× Q − w 1 × Q) (19)

Em3 = (1 − ϕ

(
1 − α

α

)
(1 − θ))× ((D − Q)× Q − w1 × Q − α × q3 × c1

T
) (20)

Em = Em3 − Em0 (21)

Theorem 3. Compared with other strategy models, the risk coping strategy model based on the
strategic investment mechanism has a stronger ability to recover supply from supply interruptions
and can restore the original supply level within the contract period t, but the manufacturer’s
benefit is reduced without the supply interruption. At the same time, the implementation of the
strategic investment mechanism can reduce the risk of supply disruption, and the one-time strategic
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investment will be effective throughout the entire cooperation cycle T, so Em3 − Em0 > 0 is obtained;
that is, the manufacturer’s return decreases less than the increase in the expected return when there
is no supply disruption. That is to say, the implementation of a strategic investment mechanism
can increase the manufacturer’s expected return when there is no supply disruption. Therefore, the
implementation of this strategy makes sense to improve the manufacturer’s profitability, both before
and after the supply disruption.

Comparing the difference between the manufacturer’s profit obtained from this model
and the benchmark model, Theorem 4 is concluded.

Theorem 4. Due to Z03 = Y0 − Y3 =
[2D−2w1−kt2w1(1−β)]

2

16 = (Q∗ − q0
∗)2, Y0 > Y3 applies

to any situation; that is, the risk tolerance of the risk coping strategy model based on the strategic
investment mechanism is always better than that of the benchmark model.

Theorem 4 shows that regardless of the degree of supply disruption risk in the sup-
ply chain, the manufacturer adopting a strategic investment mechanism has a smaller
reduction in revenue after interruptions compared with not adopting risk coping strategies,
which can enhance the supply chain’s risk tolerance. At this time, the supplier receives
financial support from the downstream manufacturer, and its production recovery ability
is improved, recovering part of the loss.

4.5. Model Comparison and Analysis
4.5.1. Risk Tolerance

To sum up, when 0 < γ ≤ 2
13 , the supply chain’s supply interruption risk is char-

acterized by high risk, and the risk coping strategy relying on the emergency supplier
mechanism and strategic investment mechanism can improve the supply interruption risk
tolerance of the supply chain and enable the manufacturer to obtain higher returns. When
1−β
2−β ≤ γ ≤ 1, the supply chain’s supply interruption risk is characterized by low risk.
The risk-coping strategy relying on the penalty mechanism and the strategic investment
mechanism can improve the risk tolerance of the supply chain and enable the manufacturer
to obtain higher returns. Only the risk coping strategy relying on the strategic investment
mechanism can improve the risk tolerance of the supply chain under different degrees of
risk. After the supply interruption, only this strategy can enable the supply available to
the manufacturer to return to the original level during the contract period t. Thus, the
conclusion shown in Figure 6 is obtained.
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Z01 = Y0 − Y1 =

(
kt2 + 2

)2
[2D − 2w1 − kw1t2(1 − β)

2
]

16kt2(kt2 + 4)
=

(
kt2 + 2

)2
(Q∗ − q0

∗)2

kt2(kt2 + 4)
,
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Z02 = Y0 − Y2 → 4Q∗2 − 28Q∗q0
∗ + 13q0

∗2

16
=

(2Q∗ − q0
∗)(2Q∗ − 13q0

∗)

16
,

Z03 = Y0 − Y3 =

[
2D − 2w1 − kt2w1(1 − β)

]2

16
= (Q∗ − q0

∗)2,

Z03-Z02 = 8Q∗2−2Q∗q0
∗+q0

∗2

16 =
Q∗2[(γ−1)2+7]

16 is always greater than 0, this shows that when
0 < γ ≤ 2

13 , Z03 is the largest, indicating that among the strategies that the manufacturer can
choose, the supply chain with the strategic investment mechanism has the strongest tolerance to the
risk of supply interruption. When 1−β

2−β ≤ γ ≤ 1 (Z01 > Z03), it indicates that the supply chain
with the penalty mechanism has a stronger tolerance to the risk of supply interruption among the
strategies that the manufacturer can choose.

Corollary 1 compares the interruption risk tolerance of the supply chain when the man-
ufacturer adopts three risk coping strategies and discovers the strength of the relationship
between the risk tolerance of applicable strategies under different levels of interruption risk,
as shown in Figure 7. When the supply interruption risk of the supply chain is character-
ized by high risk, the strategic investment mechanism can obtain a stronger risk tolerance,
which is better than the emergency supplier mechanism. And when the supply interruption
risk of the supply chain is characterized by low risk, the penalty mechanism can obtain a
stronger risk tolerance, which is better than the strategic investment mechanism. Thus, the
conclusion shown in Figure 7 is obtained.
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4.5.2. Supply Recovery Capacity

We characterize the supply chain’s ability to recover supply interruption by measuring
the recovery level of supply available to the manufacturer during the contract period t. The
resilience of the supply chain is measured by the ability to withstand the risk of a supply
interruption and the ability to recover together.

Compare the relationship between product supply volume and supply interruption
time under strategic investment mechanism and penalty mechanism.

Due to

q1
∗ =

kt2(e + w1 − c0)

4
=

kt2[w1(1 − β) + e]
4

, q3
∗′ =

k(w1 + ac0 − c0)t2

4(1 − α)
=

kw1t2(1 + aβ − β)

4(1 − α)
,
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q1
∗, q3

∗′ can be seen as a function of time t1, t3, so the supply recovery curve shown
in Figure 8 can be acquired. As can be seen from the figure, when 1−β

2−β ≤ γ ≤ 1, the
supply chain supply interruption risk is characterized by low risk. When using the strategic
investment mechanism, the time required for the supply chain to recover to the level
before the interruption is shorter than when using the penalty mechanism. And the
strategic investment mechanism can quickly restore the supply chain to the level before the
disruption, with a strong supply interruption recovery ability, and the manufacturer can
obtain the supply of the required goods in a timely manner. The supply chain that uses the
penalty mechanism takes a long time to recover, and the ability to recover from the supply
interruption is weak. Therefore, we obtain the relationship diagram shown in Figure 8.
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We compare the relationship between product supply volume and the supply interrup-
tion time of the supplier under strategic investment mechanism and emergency supplier
mechanism.

Due to

q2
∗ = qe

∗+q2
∗ =

4D − 4c2 − kt2w1(1 − β)

16
+

kt2w1(1 − β)

4
< Q∗,

q3
∗′ =

k(w1 + ac0 − c0)t2

4(1 − α)
=

kw1t2(1 + aβ − β)

4(1 − α)
,

q2
∗, q3

∗ which can be seen as a function of time t2, t3, can be used to obtain the supply
recovery curve, as shown in Figure 9. It can be seen from the figure that if 0 ≤ γ ≤ 2

13 , the
supply chain supply interruption risk is characterized by high risk. And when the strategic
investment mechanism is adopted, the time required for the supply chain to recover to the
level before the interruption is shorter than that required for recovery when the emergency
supplier mechanism is adopted, which can enable the supply chain to recover to the level
before the interruption quickly, and has strong supply interruption recovery ability. When
the emergency supplier mechanism is adopted, the recovery time is long, and the ability to
recover from supply interruption is weak.

For the manufacturer, adopting a strategic investment mechanism can gain better
supply interruption recovery capability than using the penalty mechanism and the emer-
gency supplier mechanism, and the supply chain can quickly recover to the level before
the supply disruption, with stronger outage recovery capability. It can also achieve the
required supply of goods more quickly and in a timely manner. Therefore, we obtain the
relationship diagram shown in Figure 9.
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Corollary 2. Taking the maximization of the manufacturer’s revenue as the decision-making goal,
when 0 < γ ≤ 2

13 among the strategies that the manufacturer can choose, the supply chain with the
strategic investment mechanism has the strongest supply interruption supply recovery ability, which
is better than the emergency supplier mechanism. And when 1−β

2−β ≤ γ ≤ 1, among the strategies
that the manufacturer can choose, the supply chain with the strategic investment mechanism has the
strongest supply recovery ability, which is better than the penalty mechanism.

Corollary 2 compares the supply chain’s ability to recover from interruption when
the manufacturer adopts the three risk coping strategies and discovers the strength of the
relationship between the supply recovery ability of the applicable strategies under different
levels of interruption risk, as shown in Figure 10. When the supply interruption risk of the
supply chain is characterized by high risk, the manufacturer’s use of the strategic invest-
ment mechanism and the emergency supplier mechanism both play a role in improving
the supply recovery capacity, among which the supply recovery ability is stronger when
the strategic investment mechanism is adopted. The supply recovery ability is weaker
when the emergency supplier mechanism is adopted, which is still better than the situation
where no measures are taken. When the supply disruption risk of the supply chain is
characterized by medium risk, only the strategic investment mechanism improves the
supply recovery capacity, and it is better than no action. When the supply interruption risk
of the supply chain is characterized by low risk, the manufacturer’s use of the strategic
investment mechanism and the penalty mechanism both improve the supply recovery
capacity, among which the supply recovery ability is stronger when the strategic investment
mechanism is adopted. The supply recovery ability is weaker when the penalty mechanism
is adopted, which is still better than the situation where no measures are taken. Thus, the
conclusion shown in Figure 10 is obtained.

Corollary 3. Comparing the supply chain’s supply interruption risk tolerance and supply recovery
ability under different levels of risk, it can be concluded that when 0 < γ ≤ 1−β

2−β , the manufacturer
makes strategic investments to work with the supplier to make its supply chains most resilient. When
0 < γ ≤ 2

13 , the manufacturer can use the emergency supplier mechanism to improve the supply
resilience, but the resilience improvement effect is weaker than the strategy investment mechanism,
which is better than not taking any measures. When 1−β

2−β ≤ γ ≤ 1, the manufacturer’s adoption
of the strategic investment mechanism and the penalty mechanism will have a significant effect on
the improvement of supply chain resilience, and the specific choice depends on the manufacturer’s
attitude towards the supplier. When the manufacturer chooses to engage in strategic cooperation
with the supplier rather than simple contractual constraints, it tends to choose a strategic investment
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mechanism, in which case the supply chain will gain a strong supply recovery capacity when the
risk of supply interruption occurs. However, it needs to sacrifice part of the penalty income and
investment costs. When the manufacturer believes that it has greater power in the supply chain, it is
inclined to choose the penalty mechanism to punish the supplier’s supply interruption behavior, and
the supply chain has a weak supply recovery ability but can receive a penalty to compensate for the
reduction of profit.
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Corollary 3 compares the supply chain resilience of the manufacturer when they
adopt the three risk coping strategies and discovers the strength of the relationship of the
supply chain resilience obtained by adopting applicable strategies under different levels of
interruption risk, as shown in Figure 11.
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Corollary 3 indicates that when the supply chain’s supply interruption risk is charac-
terized by low risk, the manufacturer adopting the strategic investment mechanism and
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the penalty mechanism will increase the supply chain’s resilience. The strategy choice
depends on the kind of cooperation relationship the manufacturer expects to establish with
the supplier. When the risk of interruption is characterized by high risk, both the strategic
investment mechanism and emergency supplier mechanism adopted by the manufacturer
can increase the supply chain’s resilience, and the ability to improve resilience is stronger
when a strategic investment mechanism is adopted. When the interruption risk characteris-
tic is moderate, the manufacturer adopting a strategic investment mechanism can improve
the supply chain’s resilience. Thus, the conclusion shown in Figure 11 is obtained.

5. Numerical Examples
5.1. Simulation Analysis of Different Strategy Models

In order to better analyze the strategy model, this study utilizes the MATLAB tool
to conduct data simulation on the above conclusions. Building on the existing literature,
relevant parameters are assigned values to enhance the analysis and accuracy of the
model. The use of MATLAB allows for more sophisticated and comprehensive simulation,
providing a deeper understanding of the strategy model. This approach yields a more
visual analysis, contributing to a more thorough examination of the model’s potential
applications [34]. The values of the parameters are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Parameter settings.

Parameter w1 k t D T β

Value 10 0.6 5 100 1000 0.5

Researching the ability to deal with supply interruption risk using penalty strategies
first requires determining the optimal unit penalty e, which minimizes the difference in
manufacturer’s revenue between when a supply interruption occurs and when it does not.
As shown in Figure 12, under the specified parameter values, when em = 7, q0

∗ = Q∗, at
which point the difference in supply quantity before and after the interruption is 0, i.e., the
maximum value of unit penalty e is 7, and the difference in the manufacturer’s revenue is
0. As shown in Figure 13, there exists an optimal value e∗, such that the manufacturer’s
revenue after a supply interruption surpasses the manufacturer’s revenue under normal
circumstances. If a penalty strategy is chosen to address the supply interruption risk, the
manufacturer typically sets the unit penalty as e∗. This allows them to maximize their
revenue in the event of a supply interruption while also mitigating the risk. Furthermore,
in determining the optimal unit penalty, it is important to consider factors such as the likeli-
hood of the supply interruption and the impact of the interruption on the manufacturer’s
operations. By carefully analyzing these factors, the manufacturer can develop a penalty
strategy that enhances their ability to manage supply interruption risk effectively.

The research on the ability to cope with supply disruption risk using a strategic
investment strategy first requires determining the optimal investment coefficient value. As
shown in Figure 14, there exists an optimal value α that minimizes the difference in the
manufacturer’s profit before and after the supply disruption, and at this time, q0

∗ = Q∗.
If the strategic investment strategy is chosen to cope with supply disruption risk, the
manufacturer usually sets the investment coefficient to α∗.

As shown in Figure 15, under the strategic investment mechanism, the manufacturer’s
financial investment in the supplier reduces the profit when no supply disruption occurs.
However, this financial investment reduces the risk of supply disruption for the supplier,
leading to an increase in the manufacturer’s expected profit. Moreover, the increase
in expected profit is more pronounced in the supply chain environment with supply
disruption risk.
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5.2. Comparison of Different Strategy Models

Comparing the supply recovery capability of the supply chain under different values
γ when adopting different risk-coping strategies can better evaluate the impact of adopting
this strategy on the supply chain resilience. In order to more intuitively reflect the char-
acteristics of the model and the ratio relationship between q0

∗ and Q∗, Q∗ is normalized
to 1.

As shown in Figure 16, when 0< γ ≤ 2
13 , the emergency supplier strategy is adopted,

as the ratio of q0
∗ and Q∗ increases, the decrease in the manufacturer’s profit when the

supply interruption occurs compared to the baseline model continuously decreases, and
the supply chain’s risk tolerance capacity increases. This demonstrates the positive impact
of the emergency supplier strategy on the supply chain’s resilience. Additionally, it is
observed that as the ratio increases, the supply chain’s ability to recover from disruptions
improves, indicating the effectiveness of the risk response strategy in enhancing the overall
robustness of the supply chain. The normalized Q∗ allows for a clear comparison of the
impact of different strategies on the supply chain’s ability to withstand and recover from
disruption, providing valuable insights for decision-makers in selecting the most effective
risk-coping strategy to ensure the sustainability and resilience of the supply chain.
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As shown in Figure 17, when 0 < γ ≤ 1, the strategic investment strategy is adopted,
and with the increase in the ratio between q0

∗ and Q∗ the decrease in the manufacturer’s
profit compared to the benchmark model when the supply interruption occurs continues
to decrease, thus strengthening the risk tolerance of the supply chain. This indicates
that strategic investment can effectively mitigate the negative impact of supply chain
disruptions on manufacturer profit.
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The comparison of supply chain resilience to supply disruption risk under different
values of γ, adopting emergency supplier mechanism and strategic investment mechanism,
is shown in Figure 18. When 0 < γ ≤ 2

13 , the supply chain has higher resilience to supply
disruption risk when adopting the strategic investment strategy. This suggests that under
certain conditions, investing in strategic measures can enhance the supply chain’s ability to
tolerate supply disruption. Therefore, companies should consider the trade-offs between
emergency suppliers and strategic investment mechanisms based on the value of γ to
effectively manage supply chain risk.
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6. Conclusions

In the operation process of the supply chain, there are many emergency situations that
cause the supply chain to face the risk of supply interruption. At the same time, due to the
different production recovery capabilities of the supplier, the degree of interruption risk
presented by the supply chain varies when encountering the same unexpected event. In
order to better cope with supply interruption with different risk characteristics, this paper
constructs a secondary supply chain consisting of one supplier and one manufacturer and
studies the risk tolerance and supply recovery ability of the supply chain when three risk
coping strategies are adopted, namely the default penalty mechanism, emergency supplier
mechanism, and strategic investment mechanism to solve the problem of strategy selection
under different levels of supply interruption risk, thereby improving the resilience of the
supply chain. Among them, supply chain resilience is reflected by the supply chain’s risk
tolerance and supply recovery capability from supply interruption risk. We construct a
benchmark model of the manufacturer not adopting a risk coping strategy, a risk coping
strategy model based on a default penalty mechanism, a risk coping strategy model based
on an emergency supplier mechanism, and a risk coping strategy model based on a strategic
investment mechanism to maximize the profit of the supplier and manufacturer and risk
tolerance of supply chain after supply interruption. That is, the difference between the
manufacturer’s profit when there is no supply interruption and when there is supply
interruption is minimized. We calculate the optimal values of each decision variable, and
the risk-coping strategy models are verified to have better tolerance for supply interruption
risk than the benchmark model. Furthermore, comparative analyses were conducted on
various models to investigate their role in enhancing supply chain resilience. Finally, the
parameters were assigned, and an example analysis was conducted to validate the model
analysis results and demonstrate the changes in risk tolerance at different parameter levels.

The research results of this study indicate that when the maximum quantity of prod-
ucts that the supplier can provide does not exceed 2

13 times the contracted procurement
quantity, the interruption risk characteristic of the supply chain is high risk. Adopting
the strategic investment mechanism and emergency supplier mechanism can improve the
supply interruption risk tolerance and supply recovery ability of the supply chain, resulting
in an increase in the manufacturer’s profit compared with the situation where no coping
strategy is adopted and the manufacturer’s production recovery ability is improved. More-
over, when adopting a strategic investment mechanism, the supply chain’s risk tolerance
and supply recovery ability are better than the emergency supplier mechanism, which can
achieve stronger supply chain resilience. When the maximum quantity of products that
the supplier can provide exceeds 1−β

2−β times the agreed purchase quantity in the contract

(β is the ratio of the supplier’s unit production cost to purchase price and 1−β
2−β is a value

greater than 0.5), the risk characteristic of supply interruption presents as low risk. Adopt-
ing strategic investment mechanisms and penalty mechanisms can improve the supply
interruption risk tolerance and supply recovery ability of the supply chain. Among them,
when adopting a penalty mechanism, the manufacturer can gain stronger risk tolerance,
but at the cost of sacrificing the interests of the supplier. When adopting an investment
mechanism, stronger supply recovery capability can be obtained, and the supplier can
cooperate with the manufacturer to supply. When the maximum quantity of products that
the supplier can provide is 2

13 times higher than the contracted procurement quantity and
1−β
2−β times lower than the contracted procurement quantity, the risk characteristic of supply
interruption presents as medium risk. Strategic investment mechanisms can be adopted
to enhance the supply chain’s risk tolerance and supply recovery capacity, enabling it to
achieve stronger supply chain resilience. Adopting a strategic investment mechanism can
enhance supply chain resilience under any risk characteristic to achieve mutual benefit and
risk sharing between the supplier and manufacturer.
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6.1. Managerial Insights

Some scholars have studied the emergency supplier mechanism from the perspective
of production capacity, believing that when the main supplier has low production capacity,
it is not suitable to be the main supplier but should be used as a backup supplier [29].
For the study of strategic investment mechanisms, some scholars believe that suppliers
should accept investment when their reliability is low and not invest in them when their
reliability is high [33]. And this article, from the perspective of supply chain interruption
characteristics, classifies the applicability of the three mechanisms and believes that dif-
ferent risk coping mechanisms are applicable to different supply chains under different
supply interruption risk characteristics. Therefore, when making procurement decisions,
the manufacturer needs to reasonably evaluate the risk characteristics of their own supply
chain, as well as their preference for the quantity and return of supply recovery in the event
of supply interruption, in order to choose different risk coping mechanisms which are
suitable for themselves. When suppliers face the risk of supply interruption, all members
of the supply chain will be affected [35]. By adopting the strategic investment mechanism,
the manufacturer and supplier establish a good cooperative relationship, which can better
maintain the sustainability of the supply chain. And establishing a good relationship
between the manufacturer and supplier can ensure sustainable development and sustained
product supply in the supply chain, thereby maintaining the healthy development of the
consumer market and maintaining social stability.

6.2. Limitations and Future Research

This paper has some limitations. Firstly, only three highly representative mechanisms
for coping with supply interruption risk are considered. Secondly, the cost considered
is relatively single. Thirdly, we only consider the situation where the unit penalty in the
penalty mechanism does not exceed the procurement cost. However, this article innovates
from the perspective of risk characteristics of the supply chain. In the future, we will
consider more factors and integrate more advanced improvement mechanisms so that we
can make more contributions to the sustainability of the supply chain. In addition, we will
also explore the combined application of several mechanisms and their effects on supply
chain resilience.
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